bridging the world

Maata Games launches a new worldwide server for Erectus the Game
Arnhem, the Netherlands, September 21st 2016. Maata Games is proud to announce the release of a new
and improved worldwide server for Erectus the Game, the server was launched on September 19th 2016.
New server release
The old English gameworlds have been renamed to worldwide servers to emphasize the fact that they can
be accessed by anyone from anywhere, there are no regional restrictions.
English will remain the main language of the worldwide servers, as one of the most commonly spoken
languages in the world. Maata Games felt that it fit best with the intention of uniting as many people as
possible in a single server.
Improvements
The new worldwide server comes with a large number of improvements and fixes: gameplay has been
smoothed out, the tutorial has been tweaked to make sure new players grasp the game’s mechanics
quickly and easily and graphical improvements to the game allow players to know exactly where their
traveling troops are on the map.
Gameplay
Erectus the Game allows players the freedom to develop their settlements, conquer adjoining territories
or forge alliances with other players while growing their economy and army. As the game develops the
players will come into contact with the Homo erectus forces more often, either on their own or as part of
an alliance uniting against their common enemy. As the game reaches its end stage the victors will either
be the Homo sapiens or the Homo erectus, the player is tasked with ensuring it is the former. There can
only be one winning alliance who will have to capture the Erectus leader and hold him for exactly two
weeks.
About Maata Games
Maata Games is a Dutch company established in 2013, in Arnhem, The Netherlands. Its roots can be
found in a passion for a combination of marketing, history and strategic games. Maata Games sets out
to create game changers in more than one sense. They believe that people who play together will have a
better understanding of each other, learn faster, and make more of their lives. Through the strategy MMO
Erectus the Game, they aim to reach millions of people all over the world. In the near future, Maata Games
intends to connect the online world of Erectus the Game with the real world through events, movies and
other marketing tools.
Trailer: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6555xkqgfpQ
Gameplay video: https://www.youtube.com/c/ErectusWorld1
Downloads available at http://www.maatagames.com/#press
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